The EPIC Solution
For Healthy Floors

• Eliminate Buffing & Stripping
• Recoad Only Every 3-5 Years
• Sanitize Without Fear of Damaging EPIC/IMPACT
• Minimize Chemical & Solid Waste
• Hand-Sanitizer Resistant
• One Coat Application & No More Disruptions

Did you Know Buffing is a Health Hazard?
Every time an acrylic-coated floor is buffed, chemicals, dust particles, viruses, and bacteria are forced into the air and breathed by janitors, patients, doctors, nurses, and whoever else walks into the vicinity.

UDT Products Promote Health and Safety
By ELIMINATING BUFFING & INCREASING TRACTION, our innovative floor finishes improve indoor air quality (IAQ) while also preventing slips and falls when combined with our wear additives.
We understand the importance of keeping hospital and health care facility floors clean and bright. Our EPIC solution helps ensure your floors stay looking like new without all of the maintenance.

One coat of EPIC turned this old VCT floor into a beautiful and shiny “no-wax floor” that is maintenance-free, easy to clean and hand-sanitizer resistant. EPIC provides a sustainable shine that last for years!

“Epic Floor Finish requires no buffing... [or] maintenance from our floor staff, and it is resistant to hand sanitizer. I urge any EVS Director to use EPIC Floor Finish. The results are truly EPIC!”

JEFF KLENOVIC
EVS Director.
Evergreen Health - Kirkland, WA

“NO-WAX FLOORS” NO WAX!
• Restore old, beat-up vinyl floors
• Make textured floors easy to clean
• Never wax or strip again

Call 320 • 258 • 2266 for more information!

ULTRADT.COM/HEALTHCARE
info@ultradt.com | 800-722-2998